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Abstract
If the extraneous and mutually contradictory assumptions of its various "interpretations" are uniformly
rejected, unitary quantum theory provides a clear and self-consistent description of the physical world.
The continuing empirical success of unitary quantum theory requires, moreover, that we take this
description seriously. The physical world as described by unitary quantum theory is globally
deterministic, but is provably locally non-deterministic at every scale and from every perspective
definable within the theory. It contains no physically-efficacious boundaries, either in “physical”
coordinate space or in Hilbert space; hence it contains bounded “objects” or “systems” only as
semantic stipulations that may or may not be useful as physical approximations. Measurable space and
time are strictly derivative in this world, not fundamental. Observers - generators of classical
information, the kind of information that can be recorded using finite, time-persistent symbols - are
ubiquitous at all scales, but like all bounded, time-persistent systems exist only as fiat semantic entities.
The physical states of the collections of degrees of freedom constituting observers are mutually
correlated by quantum entanglement, but the classical information that they encode is context-sensitive
in principle; hence quantum “intersubjectivity” is guaranteed, while classical intersubjectivity is at best
an approximation. In particular, no classically-characterized observation is strictly repeatable. It is
argued that the characteristics of classical information predicted by unitary quantum theory in the
absence of extraneous interpretative assumptions are sufficiently similar, prima facie, to the
characteristics of human phenomenal experience of external objects through either perception or
memory to regard quantum theory as a candidate formal theory of phenomenological object-directed
awareness. If viewed in this way, quantum theory immediately entails that structural or functional
models of the encoding of phenomenal experience by bounded macromolecules, cells, or anatomical
systems are at best observer- and context-relative approximations.
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Introduction
Since its inception in the 1920s, quantum theory has been regarded by many prominent physicists, and
by the vast majority of philosophical commentators on physics, as a “bare” mathematical framework
that does not directly describe the physical world. Bohr, for example, is widely quoted as saying:
“There is no quantum world. There is only an abstract physical description. It is wrong
to think that the task of physics is to find out how nature is. Physics concerns what we
can say about nature ...”
(e.g. in Petersen, 1963)
While the first, third and fourth sentences of this statement express an instrumentalist or “non-ontic”
view of quantum theory shared by Bohr, Heisenberg, and many current researchers (e.g. Fuchs, 2010;
Chiribella, D'Ariano & Perinotti, 2011; Healey, 2012; Friederich, 2013), the second sentence expresses
the much more broadly held opinion that unlike classical physics, quantum theory is only an abstract
mathematical construct without direct, intuitively-clear physical content. As such, it is fundamentally
unsatisfactory as a physical theory regardless of its predictive success. The motivation behind this
broadly held opinion that quantum theory is unsatisfactory as a physical theory is clear. We do not
directly experience the world as having the properties, such as superposition and entanglement, that
quantum theory ascribes to it; we do not experience cats as being both dead and alive, for example, or
chairs as being both here and there. Indeed our ordinary, shared, pre-theoretical human experience of
the world is not even “classical” in the sense of being described by classical physics; it rather conforms
to an essentially Aristotelian “folk physics” that we develop as young children (McCloskey, 1983;
Karmiloff-Smith, 1995). The world as classical physics describes it is, however, at least close to this
intuitive world; the world as quantum theory describes it is not close at all.
Both physicists and philosophers have responded to this misalignment between quantum theory and our
pre-theoretical physical intuitions by adding assumptions to the theory that make its mathematical
predictions more consonant with our everyday experience. The most well-known added assumption is
the “collapse postulate” of von Neumann (1932), which interprets measurement as an irreversible, nonunitary physical process that converts a quantum state into a classical state. Since the starting point of
this non-unitary process cannot be measured even in principle, von Neumann's postulate is widely
regarded as a philosophical or interpretative assumption instead of a physical assumption; indeed it has
recently become commonplace to reformulate it as the claim that measurement converts quantum
information into classical information, thus dropping the idea of a physical “collapse” altogether (e.g.
Nielsen & Chaung, 2000). Many physicists, however, still regard “collapse” as a physical process and
have developed an enormous diversity of theories to explain how it is implemented (e.g. Ghirardi,
Rimini & Weber, 1986; Bohm, Hiley & Kaloyerou, 1987, Hameroff & Penrose, 1996; Stapp, 2001;
Weinberg, 2012; Kastner, 2013). Theorists who do not regard “collapse” as a physical process
nonetheless tend to regard it as objective, i.e. as fully independent of any characteristics of the observer
(e.g. Griffiths, 2002; Zurek, 2009). Even the “many worlds” interpretation of quantum theory
generally invokes an objective, classical past shared by multiple observers, and hence implicitly
incorporates an objective “collapse” to classicality (e.g. Zeh, 2000; Tegmark, 2010).
The present chapter explores the consequences of an alternative approach to quantum theory: that of
taking unitary quantum theory without any added assumptions as a literal description of physical
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reality. There are at least three reasons to contemplate doing this. First, unitary quantum theory is both
enormously successful and apparently unlimited in its applicability (e.g. Schlosshauer, 2006);
increasingly challenging experiments designed to reveal entanglement over macroscopic spatial and
temporal scales invariably have done so (e.g. Bennet et al., 2012; Kaiser et al., 2012; Peruzzo et al.,
2012; Christensen et al., 2013; Inagaki et al., 2013; Saeedi et al., 2013). It seems, therefore, at least
worth considering as a possibility that quantum theory might be literally correct in what it is telling us
about nature. Second, the assumptions that are added to quantum theory in order to explain the
“emergence of classicality” are invariably classical assumptions. Any “explanation” of classicality
derived from quantum theory supplemented by such classical assumptions is clearly circular, and hence
is not an explanation at all. To take just one example, all models of physical interactions that take the
classical boundaries of ordinary objects to be physically significant violate a deep mathematical
symmetry of quantum theory and are therefore either strictly approximations or are inconsistent (e.g.
Fields, 2012a; 2012b; 2014). Finally, what “observers” and “observations” are is still not understood in
physical terms. Some interpreters of quantum theory – most notably von Neumann – give observers an
explicit role in the theory; most do not. However, the alternative of asking quantum theory itself to
characterize observation in physical terms has not been rigorously pursued. Perhaps it should be.
In what follows, therefore, I have two main aims. The first is to briefly describe the world in which
quantum theory says we live. Bas van Fraassen (1991) famously asked “how could the world possibly
be the way a quantum theory says it is?” Perhaps we should examine what quantum theory says, and
then ask how it could be otherwise. My second aim is to sketch an account of observation within
unitary quantum theory, one that draws on the work of Zanardi (2001) and others on quantum reference
frames and on the concept of quantum holography developed by 't Hooft (1993) and Susskind (1994).
If observation is modeled in this purely quantum-theoretic way, “observers” are ubiquitous at all scales
and “observation” is a way of describing what the universe is doing at all times. It is natural, in this
picture, to simply identify “consciousness” or “awareness” with physical dynamics, and in particular
with quantum entanglement as a resource driving physical dynamics. I conclude by suggesting that this
identification of physicality with awareness might be useful, both for understanding what kinds of
systems we human beings are and for appreciating the kind of universe that we live in.
The world according to quantum theory
Let us begin by dropping our preconceived notions of what the world is like, and ask what the world
would be like if quantum theory – in particular, unitary quantum theory with no “collapse” – was
literally correct. This is the question that Everett (1957) asked, but the “relative state” picture that he
proposed as an answer did not have the benefit of the last 50 years of work on quantum information,
and has been replaced, both in physics and in the popular imagination, by the “many worlds” view of a
universe that “branches” outward from a single past into multiple futures. The many worlds view
requires for its coherent formulation not just the classical idea of a bounded object that is persistent
through time, but the idea that the “same” bounded, persistent object – e.g. the same individual
observer – can exist in and have different outcomes “happen to” it in different “branches” of the
universe. It is, therefore, a semi-classical interpretative addition to quantum theory, not a simple
statement of quantum theory as is often advertised (e.g. by Tegmark, 2010).
When not burdened with extraneous classical or semi-classical assumptions, quantum theory provides a
remarkably clear picture of the physical world. The key components of this picture are briefly
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discussed below.
Physical dynamics are unitary
As Everett (1957) noted, quantum theory describes the evolution of the universe as unitary, i.e. as a
process U such that U†U = UU† = Id, where Id is the identity operator on the Hilbert space on which U
is defined and U† is the complex conjugate of U. That the dynamic evolution of any closed quantum
system is unitary is generally considered to be the second axiom of quantum theory, complementing the
first axiom, that the state of any closed quantum system can be represented by a unit vector in a Hilbert
space (e.g. Nielsen & Chaung, 2000); unitary evolution of the universe as a whole then follows from
the fact that the “universe” is closed by definition. The Schrödinger equation describing the evolution
of the physical state |U> of the universe U, (∂/∂t) |U> = (-i/ħ) HU |U>, expresses unitarity. Here HU is
the universal Hamiltonian operator (cf. Schlosshauer, 2006); the universal unitary time-propagator is
then U(t) = exp((-i/ħ)HUt). The “time” parameter t in this expression is purely formal; as discussed
below, its identification with the recordable time of human experience is an interpretative assumption.
As noted by physicists from Schrödinger onward, unitary time evolution turns any separable physical
state |U> = |A>  |B> into an entangled state |U> = |A  B>, where “entangled” simply means “not
separable,” i.e. not expressible as a mathematical combination of the states of two independent entities
A and B. Since the work of Bell (1964) and Kochen and Specker (1967), entanglement has become
increasingly recognized as the fundamental characteristic of the world described by quantum theory. A
fully-entangled universal state is a quantum superposition of all physical possibilities: all possible
combinations of the values of all physical degrees of freedom. A fully-entangled universe contains no
separable systems, and hence contains no systems that evolve independently of any other systems: a
fully-entangled universe is a universe that evolves through time as a single entity. Indeed since the
state of a fully-entangled universe is a superposition of all physical possibilities, its “evolution” only
alters the relative amplitudes of these possibilities. No “new” possibilities are introduced, nor or any
“old” possibilities removed from the mix.
An immediate consequence of unitarity is that any closed quantum system – including U as a whole –
satisfies the fundamental symmetry of decompositional equivalence; the dynamical evolution of any
such system is strictly independent of any decomposition of the system into “subsystems” or “parts”
(Fields, 2012a, 2012b). Formally, decompositional equivalence requires that all tensor-product
structures (TPSs) of a closed quantum system are strictly dynamically equivalent; that is, if A  B and
A'  B' are both TPSs of U, then A  B = A'  B' = U. The equality of alternative TPSs is an axiom
of quantum theory, e.g. axiom 4 in the presentation of Nielsen and Chaung (2000). Alternatively,
decompositional equivalence is satisfied by any system with a linear Hamiltonian, i.e. any system U for
which HU = Σij Hij, where the indices i and j range over all degrees of freedom of U. The linearity of the
Hamiltonian of any closed quantum system is similarly axiomatic within quantum theory.
Decompositional equivalence imposes a powerful constraint on the physics of any system that satisfies
this symmetry: that physics cannot depend in any way on subsystem boundaries. Thus if quantum
theory is true of our universe, the boundaries that separate “systems” within our universe – including
the boundaries around observers – are physically irrelevant. Such boundaries are obviously relevant to
any description of what is going on, but they are irrelevant to what is going on. This situation can be
summarized in a slogan: system boundaries are semantic not dynamic. The semantic nature of system
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boundaries has significant consequences for both the theory of decoherence and the physical
description of observers; these are discussed below.
Time is symmetric
Unitary evolution is symmetric in the “time” parameter t; indeed the conjugate operator U† can be
viewed as U acting backwards in t. As pointed out by Rovelli (1996) and others, t is not an observable
in quantum theory. Recordable “laboratory time” is measured using some other observable, typically
position; for example, one measures the position of the hands of a clock, or the position of the
illuminated segments of an LED display. Measuring time in this way requires that the “clock” be
singled out as an entity, one that, by assumption, maintains its identity through time and hence can be
repeatedly accessed to make sequential time measurements. This assumption of a time-persistent
clock, measurements of which can be recorded in a time-persistent memory, breaks the symmetry of t
that is imposed by unitarity.
From a logical perspective, the assumption that a clock that defines time maintains its identity over
time is clearly circular. More importantly for the present purposes, this assumption violates
decompositional equivalence by defining a boundary – the boundary of the clock – that remains
inviolate under unitary transformations. To see this clearly, consider the process by which an observer
re-identifies the clock measured previously in order to make a second measurement of time. The
second measurement only counts as a second measurement if the very same physical degrees of
freedom are measured the second time around. Measuring the very same physical degrees of freedom
that were measured previously requires picking them out from among all the degrees of freedom of the
universe. No experimental procedure allowed by quantum theory permits doing this (Fields, 2010;
2011); indeed, any such procedure violates unitarity. As discussed in the more general case below, reidentifications of systems, including clocks, as the same things over time is always an approximation.
As with system boundaries themselves, such re-identifications are items of classical semantics that are
added to quantum theory, not components of quantum theory itself.
Once the boundary in U that picks out the degrees of freedom of the designated clock is recognized as a
semantic boundary and not a dynamic, and hence not a physical boundary, it becomes clear that
observed time is itself an item of semantics that only appears, within the interpretation that defines it, to
break the physical symmetry of t. The semantic assumption that defines measured or experienced time
is the assumption of identity. Without measured or experienced time, the notion that any system
maintains its identity over time cannot be defined, while without the assumption that at least one
system, the experiencer or the designated clock, maintains its identity over time, experienced or
measured time cannot be defined. The assumption of measured or experienced time and the
assumption of identity over time are, therefore, effectively a single assumption. This assumption is
strictly a semantic addition to quantum theory, and can have no physical consequences in a world
correctly described by quantum theory.
Global determinism implies local autonomy
All known microscopic physical interactions – in particular, the Standard Model interactions and
gravity – are in isolation fully deterministic. As the Hamiltonian HU characterizing a quantum theoretic
universe is a linear sum of component interactions, it is fully deterministic if the component
interactions are. Explicitly taking decompositional equivalence into account reinforces this conclusion,
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by ruling out any “higher-order interactions” that are non-linear in the fundamental component
interactions, and that therefore privilege some TPSs of U over others. All evidence supporting unitary
quantum theory is, therefore, evidence that the evolution of our universe is fully deterministic.
When combined with universal entanglement, universal determinism yields an interesting and prima
facie surprising consequence: the behavior of any given degree of freedom is determined by, but is
determined only by, the behavior of all other degrees of freedom in the universe. No local collection of
degrees of freedom is sufficient to determine any behavior. A deterministic, quantum theoretic universe
thus satisfies a particularly strong form of the Conway-Kochen “free will theorem” (2006): the
behavior of a given degree of freedom is not only not determined, even stochastically, by the
information available in its past lightcone, it is not determined by the information available in any local
neighborhood, even any local spacelike neighborhood (Fields, 2013). This result is consistent with a
recent demonstration that predicting the results of one's own decision-making process under given
circumstances has greater computational complexity than simply making the decision, a result that
holds whether the decision making process is deterministic or stochastic, and whether the
computational resources available are limited or not (Lloyd, 2012).
In a quantum-theoretic universe, therefore, global determinism implies local autonomy, not only from
the perspective of a particular decision-making agent, but from every other local perspective as well.
As in the case of system re-identification, local determinism in such a universe is strictly an
approximation. These two approximations are strongly coupled. We intuitively expect what we reidentify as “the same system” to exhibit “the same behavior” in response to “the same causes.” This
intuitive inference cannot even be formulated within unitary quantum theory without imposing
extraneous classical assumptions.
Decoherence is a semantic interpretation, not a physical process
Since its development by Zeh (1970) and Zurek (1982), the theory of decoherence has become the
standard approach to explaining the “emergence of classicality” within quantum theory (e.g.
Schlosshauer, 2007). Briefly put, decoherence theory provides methods to calculate the observable
quantum states of any physical system that interacts with, and is observed from a perspective within, a
surrounding environment. As a mathematical formalism, decoherence theory is simply an application
of quantum theory to the system-environment interaction. Because decoherence theory predicts that
the observable states of any system in interaction with a surrounding environment will appear classical
to observers embedded in that environment, it is widely regarded as explaining the apparent classicality
of observable states, and hence as solving the notorious “measurement problem” of quantum theory
(e.g. Landsman, 2007; Wallace, 2008).
When one examines decoherence calculations closely, however, it becomes immediately clear that the
mathematical methods provided by decoherence theory are only applicable in practice when
supplemented by classical assumptions. In particular, the interaction between a system and its
environment can only be characterized within a TPS that treats the “system” and “environment” as
components of U. This interaction can only be characterized as a function of time if the physical
degrees of freedom composing the system and those composing the environment are re-identifiable as
such over time. As noted earlier, any such assumption violates decompositional equivalence and is,
therefore, an approximation at best. Decoherence calculations make, in addition, the assumption that
the observer obtains no information from the environment; this assumption is often rendered
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mathematically by assuming that the dynamics of the “environment” can be treated using classical
statistical mechanics, i.e. can be treated as classically random. Again as noted earlier, there is no
randomness in quantum theory; the assumption of randomness – and the use of classical statistics to
characterize it – is an explicitly classical assumption, as is the underlying assumption that the observer
is informationally decoupled from the environment. Making either of these assumptions introduces
classicality into decoherence theory, and hence renders any “explanation” of classicality by
decoherence circular (Fields, 2014).
Stripped of the classical assumptions of a time-persistent system-environment boundary and an
informationally-decoupled observer, the mathematics of decoherence describes system-environment
entanglement, a non-random process that effectively erases any stipulated system-environment
boundary. Entanglement with a surrounding environment does not remove quantum coherence from a
system; it rather couples the system and the environment in a way that makes their joint state exhibit
quantum coherence. What “removes coherence” in decoherence calculations is the assumption that the
observer obtains no information from the environment and hence can treat its state using classical
statistics: a classically random state is precisely an incoherent state. What decoherence calculations
describe, therefore, is not a physical process of coherence removal, but simply the logical consequence
of the use of classical statistics to characterize the environmental state. As noted earlier, assumptions
of system boundaries are semantic assumptions that are overlaid on the dynamics described by
quantum theory; the use of classical statistics to describe the environment depends on the assumption
of a system-environment boundary and is therefore itself a semantic assumption. The “process” of
decoherence is, therefore, a semantic process in which a classical system state – and its classical
“encoding” by the environment – are inferred from a priori classical assumptions.
Summary: The quantum world
The quantum-theoretic picture of the world briefly outlined here is, as noted earlier, utterly unlike the
essentially Aristotelian picture of the world that we develop by observing and manipulating objects as
infants and young children. Indeed it is difficult to imagine a picture of the physical world that is less
like our intuitive picture than is the quantum world. Some 600 years of increasingly precise
experiments tell us, however, that while our intuitive picture of the physical world is accurate enough
for hunting, agriculture, social life and even substantial feats of architecture, it fails utterly when
pushed into new domains. The mechanical devices ushered into human culture by the industrial
revolution required the classical physics of Galileo and Newton – as radical in its day as quantum
theory is now – for their comprehension; the electronic devices of the mid-to-late 20th century require
quantum theory for their comprehension. Every time we send an email or take a digital photograph, we
affirm – Bohr's quip not withstanding – that the world we live in is a quantum world. It is time that we
understood this world on its own terms.
The fundamental concept that quantum theory introduces is entanglement. The quantum world is an
entangled world. It is not separable into bounded, time-persistent, re-identifiable entities that can be
understood, ceteris paribus, independently of one another. Our idea of independent bounded systems
that persist through time is, from a physical point of view, strictly an approximation. It is often a good
approximation, good enough to enable experiments that employ bounded apparatus that can be reidentified easily from day to day in the laboratory, experiments that have uncertainties better than one
part in a billion. What this means, however, is that it is a good approximation for us: we define the
systems that we consider to be bounded in space and time, and these are the systems for which the
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approximation is good. How does this work: what enables us to define systems that appear, to us, to be
bounded? Understanding how this works requires understanding how observers interact with the
“systems” that they have defined. This, in turn, requires understanding what “observation” and
“observers” are.
This question of what counts, physically, as an observation or an observer is almost always avoided.
Zurek (2003), for example, explicitly places this question outside of science, stating that “the
observer’s mind (that verifies, finds out, etc.) constitutes a primitive notion which is prior to that of
scientific reality” (p. 363-364) . Fuchs (2010) asks, somewhat more pointedly, “would one ever
imagine that the notion of an agent, the user of the theory, could be derived out of its conceptual
apparatus?” (p. 8). Stapp (2001) follows von Neumann (1932) in treating observers as amalgams of
physical and “psychical” components, with the latter inexplicable in physical terms. Hameroff and
Penrose (1996) develop a theory of observation centered on neuronal microtubules localized within the
brains of observers, but offer no physical account of why these particular macroscopic structures and
not others should be privileged bearers of quantum coherence in an otherwise-classical world. Most
physicists avoid the question altogether, remaining content to regard an “observer” as just another
quantum system (e.g. Schlosshauer, 2007) or even, à la Einstein, as a moving coordinate system (e.g.
Rovelli, 1996) and an “observation” as any event that transfers classical information to an observer.
It is my contention that understanding the quantum world requires understanding observation as a
physical process, and hence understanding how semantics are overlaid on dynamics. From a quantumtheoretic perspective, this is the question of how observer-system entanglement implements a
mathematical operator – a von Neumann projection or, in more modern terms, a positive operatorvalued measure (POVM) – representing a quantum-theoretic observable. From an informationtheoretic perspective, it is the question of how classical, symbol-based information processing –
classical computation – can be implemented by unitary dynamics. The latter question is central to
quantum computing: it is the question of how to define a denotational semantics that allows a quantum
process to be interpreted as a quantum computation, in particular, a quantum computation that accepts a
classical question as input and yields a classical answer as output. A number of formal answers to this
question now exist, in the form of well-defined semantics for quantum programming languages (e.g.
Gay & Mackie, 2010). These formal answers, however, assume an observer. The challenge is to
replace this assumed observer with a physical model of observation. The next section further
characterizes this challenge and outlines a solution.
Boundaries implement observers
Treating an observer as simply a quantum system with associated coordinates unfortunately provides
no insight into how an observer accomplishes the two key tasks that compose observation: the
acquisition of classical information and its storage in a stable, long-term memory. It is successful
execution of the second of these tasks that renders an observation reportable, and hence usable by
either the original or some other observer as a basis for comparison with future observations. As noted
earlier in the special case of systems employed as clocks, this ability to compare current and previous
observations is essential to the definitions of both measured time – as opposed to symmetric t – and
time-persistent individuality. Zurek (2003) takes this memory encoding and re-accessing ability as
criterial, remarking that what distinguishes observers from mere apparatus is the ability of the former to
“readily consult the content of their memory” (p. 759) . The common picture of an observer as a
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system – or even as a conscious agent – that deploys a measurement operator to interact with a
quantum system (e.g. Fuchs, 2010, Fig. 1) is therefore incomplete. Any observer capable of reporting
comparative observations must deploy two measurement operators that acquire classical information
from two separate quantum systems: the “system of interest” and the observer's own physicallyimplemented memory. These two systems must be separate – not entangled – if the memory of a
previous event is to be independent of the event currently being observed. Again as noted earlier, such
separability is always an assumption and always an approximation. It is relatively straightforward to
arrange circumstances in which this separability fails, sometimes spectacularly, in the case of human
memory (e.g. in change-blindness paradigms; see Simons & Levin (1998) for a striking example).
How can this assumption-laden semi-classical view of observation be reformulated in a way that makes
it fully consistent with quantum theory? Two components of the standard view clearly must be
dropped: the idea that observer, observed and memory are separable, and the idea that current and
previous memory contents can be compared side-by-side. It should be emphasized that these ideas are
not incidental, but rather are central to the traditional conception of observation and indeed of
experimental science. David Bohm, one of the foremost advocates of “holism” in physics, still insisted
that “the very idea of making an observation implies that what is observed is totally distinct from the
person observing it” (1989, p. 585). The ability to compare current and previous observations side-byside, with a non-problematic presumption of independence, is essential to the notion of experimental
replication. These ideas are, however, inconsistent with unitary quantum theory and must be rejected –
or treated as “for all practical purposes” approximations – if unitary quantum theory is to be taken
seriously as a correct description of the world.
Quantum theory replaces the classical idea that observer and observed are separate with its opposite:
the idea that they are entangled. Consider the Bell state ψ = (1/√2)(|↓>  |↑> - |↑>  |↓>). If an action
on this state with a “spin” observable (ŝz  Id) produces an outcome value of 1, an action with (Id  ŝz)
will, if performed, produce an outcome value of 0; this expectation has now been confirmed with
measurements made 300 km apart (Inagaki et al., 2013). What entanglement does, in this or any case,
is classically correlate conditional information: the classical correlation only appears if a particular
measurement is made, but if the measurement is made, the correlation is exact. Hence quantum theory
replaces the traditional notion of absolute, objective classical correlation with a notion of conditional
classical correlation. It also replaces the idea that classical correlation can be viewed as classical
information transfer from the observed system to the observer with a notion of correlation full stop.
Entanglement is not a classical causal process; observer and observed are equally entangled both before
and after the observer records the measured outcome value.
The above discussion treats the observer and the observed as “monogamously” entangled, i.e.
entangled with each other and with nothing else. It is only under this condition that classical
correlation can be exact. Monogamous entanglement, however, requires isolation; in particular, it
requires isolation from any surrounding environment. Any physically efficacious isolation, however,
violates decompositional equivalence. No system is actually isolated. So what can it mean to say that
entanglement provides a mechanism that correlates an observer with an observed system?
As shown in detail by Zanardi (2001), whether two components of an entangled state are
monogamously entangled – or measurably entangled at all – is not an objective fact, but is rather
dependent on both the chosen TPS and the availability of resources, such as time or energy, that enable
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particular measurements with respect to that TPS. These dependencies can be combined into the single
notion of a quantum reference frame, a bounded quantum – and hence physical – system that two
observers must jointly access in order to exchange classical information, and hence to communicate
observational outcomes (e.g. Bartlett, Rudolph & Spekkens, 2007). Because a quantum reference
frame is not an abstraction but a physical system, accessing it requires observation; hence what
observers can be thought of as sharing is an observable, a POVM (Fields, 2012b). An “observer” in
this context is, moreover, any physical system that is classically correlated with and hence shares
classical information with another system. The idea that entanglement creates a classical correlation
between an observer and a system being observed depends, therefore, on the assumption that observer
and observed share a POVM. As noted above in the case of systems defined to be clocks, however,
such an assumption is always a piece of semantics: it is a specific carving-up and naming of the world
that is taken to be privileged. It is not something that the physics of the situation provides.
“Observers” and “observed systems” having well-defined boundaries in ordinary 3-dimensional space
provide an interesting case in point. Here the notion of holographic encoding ('t Hooft, 1993; Susskind,
1994) allows one to think of the surface bounding the observer as encoding a record of every quantum
bit (“qubit”) received by the observer. A classical black hole can be considered an optimal observer in
this framework; the surface “covering” the event horizon encodes one classical bit for every qubit that
has fallen into the black hole, and does so at the maximal possible encoding density (Bekenstein,
1981). A system with a larger boundary than a black hole of the same mass encodes information on its
boundary at a lower density; such a system is less efficient than a black hole as an accumulator of
qubits and encoder of classical information.
An observer external to a black hole cannot share a quantum reference frame with the black hole: any
quantum system that falls into the black hole becomes inaccessible to the outside observer, while any
system that has not fallen in remains inaccessible to the black hole. Hence an external observer only
has access to the number of bits encoded by a black hole; such an observer has no access to the POVM
employed by the black hole to convert qubits to bits, and hence no access to the semantics assigned by
the black hole to the bits it encodes. This situation generalizes to any three-way division of the
universe into a spatially-bounded observer, a spatially-bounded system that serves as a quantum
reference frame, and a second spatially-bounded observer or system being observed. Neither observer
has observational access to the POVM being used by the other observer to determine the state of the
shared reference frame; each can access, at most, the classical information encoded by the boundary of
the other observer. As above, the observers must assume that they share a POVM, and hence assume
that they assign the same semantics to the shared quantum reference frame.
The resource that quantum theory provides for establishing classical correlations and hence classical
information sharing between systems – the resource of entanglement – thus comes with important
strings attached. Entanglement only provides for the sharing of conditional classical information:
information of the form “if classical information is recorded, it will be correlated across systems.”
Entanglement provides even this conditional sharing, moreover, only in the context of an assumed
quantum reference frame or POVM. This latter assumption is a semantic assumption that any two
parties sharing classical information must make about each other.
The conditionality and contextuality that quantum theory imposes on classical information, and hence
on the concept of observation, makes these a far cry from their traditional usages in classical physics, in
which information was assumed to be objectively available for the taking in the environment. They are
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not, however, surprising when viewed from the perspective of 20th century systems theory, philosophy
of language, or even perceptual psychology. The lesson of the 20th century in all of these domains is
that shared meaning is an assumption, one that can easily turn out to be wrong. Abandoning the stillclassical assumptions about observation embedded in standard interpretations of quantum theory for a
“bare” account in terms of entanglement and quantum reference frames catches the physics of
measurement up to the realizations made by logicians (e.g. Tarski, 1944), computer scientists (e.g.
Turing, 1950), systems theorists (e.g. Ashby, 1956; Moore, 1956), philosophers (e.g. Quine, 1969;
Wettstein, 1999), and cognitive scientists (e.g. Newell, 1980) about the relationship between semantics
and its physical encodings.
Toward a quantum theory of reportable experience
All reportable contents of experience – all sensory perceptions, memories, imaginations, emotional
feelings, and epistemic, aesthetic or moral feelings – are remembered and reported as classical
information. The theory sketched above therefore applies to any physical encodings of such reportable
experiential contents, including not just encodings in artificial media but also encodings produced by
voices or bodily motions, or encodings in biological media such as electrochemical activity patterns in
brains. Taking quantum theory seriously as a correct description of the physical world involves taking
seriously what it has to say about the origins and dynamics of such encodings.
Quantum theory first specifies the conditions under which encodings of reportable experiences are
generated: reportable experiences are encoded whenever a spatially-bounded collection of physical
degrees of freedom composing an observer is entangled with a spatially-bounded collection of degrees
of freedom composing an observed system. It further specifies that while such entanglement
characterizes all spatially-bounded collections of degrees of freedom at all times, it does not have an
objective description. How a system is entangled with its environment, and hence what classical
information it encodes as reportable experiences, is dependent on the quantum reference frame from
which the system-environment interaction is viewed. Such reference frames are not unique. Hence as
Dugić and Jeknić-Dugić (2012) put it, “the emergent classical world is not unique”; indeed every
observer can be regarded as recording a different “emergent” world. The common assumption that
what other observers experience can be assumed to be “like” what we experience is, therefore, in
general mistaken. The experienced world of the vast majority of other observers can, instead, be safely
assumed to be nothing like the world as we experience it. The vast majority of other observers may, for
example, experience nothing like what we call “space” or “time.”
Quantum theory also specifies how the classical information encoding reportable experiences is
encoded: it is encoded on the observer-environment boundary. Different ways of drawing the observerenvironment boundary correspond to different quantum reference frames and hence to different
encoded experiential contents. How these reference frames are chosen or boundaries are drawn,
however, can have no physical consequences; hence what contents are encoded can have no physical
consequences. The classical encodings that render experiences reportable are, therefore, physical
phenomena but not causal phenomena. Their lack of causality, either within or outside of the boundary
defining the observer, is assured by the quantum-theoretic prohibition of local determinism. Indeed the
Conway-Kochen (2006) theorem assures that such encodings are not even stochastically deterministic.
The picture that emerges when the implications of quantum theory for encodings of experience are
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taken seriously is thus both expansive and bracingly counterintuitive. Quantum theory makes
observers ubiquitous in all locations and at all scales; it allows all interactions between spatiallybounded systems to be considered “observations.” As Fuchs puts it, quoting William James, an
entangled quantum universe “consists of an all-pervasive `pure experience'” (2010; p. 27). This “pure
experience” of entanglement is encoded as reportable, classical information at all boundaries between
distinct collections of physical degrees of freedom. The universe is full of such boundaries, but from
the perspective of physical dynamics they are all both arbitrary and notional. Hence all reportable
experience, from a fleeting sensory impression of redness to the memory of an experienced past to the
most startling and profound insights, are from this perspective created equal: all are encodings on
boundaries drawn between degrees of freedom that are not, in fact, separable. Such boundaries are,
moreover, only drawable with respect to a quantum reference frame, the choice of which is always
pragmatic and never objectively determined.
The intimate relationship between reportable experience and a choice of quantum reference frame
suggests that experimental approaches that characterize the implementation of reportable experience in
human beings or other animals also implicitly characterize quantum reference frames. If this is the
case, suitable experimental manipulations would be expected to reveal measurable quantum effects at
all biologically-relevant scales, from biochemical and macromolecular processes in neurons to
cognitive processes in individuals or groups. The growing evidence for quantum effects in human
categorization and conceptual reasoning (e.g. Pothos & Busemeyer, 2013) suggests, from this
perspective, that activation processes in large-scale neural networks will soon be found to exhibit
measurable quantum effects as well.
Conclusion
Quantum theory has traditionally been regarded as unsatisfactory as an explanation of what is going on
in the physical world. It has, therefore, been supplemented with a wide variety of interpretative
assumptions, all of which introduce aspects of classicality and hence reduce the “quantum-ness” of the
theory. While such interpretative assumptions bring the theory closer to the familiar realm of human
experience, they render its explanations circular and systematically hide what quantum theory is
attempting to tell us about our world.
When quantum theory is stripped of interpretative assumptions, it tells us two things of great
significance. First, it tells us that semantics is not given by dynamics. Semantics is, instead, given by
boundaries, and boundaries have no physical consequences. Aspects of the world that have no physical
consequences are often thought of as epiphenomena. Boundaries are not epiphenomena; indeed
boundaries are not even phenomena. Boundaries enable phenomena by creating and encoding classical
information. The arbitrariness and ephemerality of boundaries renders phenomena arbitrary and
ephemeral; selecting a different boundary yields a different set of phenomena, one that may be utterly
different from the original. Moreover, any boundary may be selected, and yield a semantics and a set
of phenomena as a result.
The second lesson of quantum theory is that our position as experiencers is not privileged. We are
experiencers, but so are all other systems, seen and unseen, that surround us. We are not even
particularly complex experiencers; huge numbers of distinct systems contain each one of us, and huge
numbers more contain all of us. Moreover, none of our experiences are privileged with respect to any
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others. All reportable experiences are equally encodings on ephemeral, consequence-free boundaries
traversing entangled states. The challenge for an emerging science of consciousness is to develop
experimental techniques that reveal how entanglement between definable collections of degrees of
freedom produces the experiences encoded on the boundaries that we call “human beings.”
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